The ideal Permeable Concrete for surface and storm water management
Permeable Concrete, Worksop Golf Course
TOPMIX PERMEABLE
Permeable Concrete pavement solution

THE CHALLENGE
Worksop Golf club required an overspill car park to cope with increasing customer demand. With the car park all collecting in one place creating a flooding and slip hazard.

OUR SOLUTION
Our permeable concrete solution was designed as a full infiltration system whereby 100% of the collected drainage water is stored underground and slowly released back into natural surroundings. This eliminates surface water pooling and the chance of icy surfaces in sub zero temperatures.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
By having an effective management system the risk of surface water flooding in developed, built areas is reduced, protecting the natural environment. This also reduces pressure on pre existing drainage systems and sewers. Due to the high permeability of the product and no surface water pooling, icy surfaces are eliminated, reducing slip hazards for both vehicles and pedestrians.

For more details contact your topmixpermeable@tarmac.com or call 0800 1 218 218
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